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To be a sought-after provider of quality educational mentorship
and capacity building to teachers in primary schools,
so that all our children have a love of learning, a thirst for knowledge
and are well prepared to achieve their full potential.

Edupeg aims to unlock the potential of our children
by promoting quality education in primary schools
through teacher mentorship and support.
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CEO’s Report 2015

To this end we produced and developed a reflective

volunteers in 2016.

journal for the teachers and their mentors to monitor
the progress of their relationship and improve classroom

Our excellent mentoring and support also attracted the

practice.

attention of the Western Cape Education Department
and we were asked by HOD Penny Vinjevold to work

In order to best support our teachers, Edupeg has

in partnership with the Department to support their

adopted methodology from the internationally

100 schools project to improve literacy outcomes for

recognised guide to excellent teaching practice Teach

foundation-phase learners in 2016.

Like a Champion (TLAC). With the support of Lynda
Swinbourn, our in-house TLAC expert, we have modifed

In 2015, we focused on upgrading our corporate identity,

this methodology for the unique South African context,

communications and web presence. Please visit our

creating a set of training videos in a South African

website www.edupeg.co.za to read more inspiring stories

classroom, featuring local teachers to highlight how

about the teachers we support. We believe all the above

excellent teaching practices can add huge value to our

measures have succeeded in ensuring Edupeg is a

education system.

benchmark in the sector and poised to make even greater
impact in years to come.

Teaching can be a lonely profession and teachers don’t

2015 was a year of transition, leadership
changes and profound transformation for
Edupeg as an organisation.

always feel supported. Our mentors work patiently

None of the work we did in 2015 would be possible

to build relationships with the teachers they support,

without the generous support of our donors. Special

working hand in hand with school leadership to ensure

mention must be made of SACTWU a long-standing

that the knowledge and techniques that we are imparting

partner, friend and supporter of Edupeg.

become part of the professional development focus at
each school. In order to ensure the sustainability of our

SACTWU has contributed towards Edupeg’s core

2014 and 2015 saw us bid farewell to Edupeg project

intervention, it is essential that we have the support of

costs as part of their social responsibility programme

founder, Liz Swersky, as well as some long standing

school leaders. Where school leaders actively support our

since 1998. We have featured all of our other donors

members of the team, who had provided the solid

mentors, and encourage their teachers to reflect on and

throughout this annual report. We thank each and every

foundation upon which to build the next stage in Edupeg’s

improve their teaching practice, our support bears much

corporate sponsor, as well as all the individuals who have

growth.

fruit. We have included some of these case studies in this

contributed both in kind and monetarily to making this

annual report.

project a success. With your ongoing generous support

During the course of 2015, Edupeg moved offices and

we believe we can nurture the greatest resource this

took on new team members which included a new board

During the course of 2015 we formed a wonderful

country has, its teachers. So that each and every child can

member. We also introduced new methodology and

partnership with two organisations, Action Volunteers

indeed achieve their full potential.

material for the teachers we support.

Africa (AVA) and the Shine Trust (Shine), to pilot the
LiteraSEA Project (Shine, Edupeg, AVA). The purpose of

With deepest gratitude,

We strengthened our presence by going in to schools

this project was to improve the literacy levels and reading

more regularly and deepening our mentoring services,

skills of 272 Grade 2 learners at three Edupeg Standard

decreasing the number of schools we supported in favour

Bank-supported schools in Gugulethu, Western Cape.

of intensifying the hours of support we provide and

The pilot ran for six months from July to December 2015.

deepening and strengthening the quality and relationships

Due to its success, this pilot attracted funding from the

of mentoring and support that our teachers enjoy with

Jobs Fund in the Western Cape and will be scaled to eight

Taryn Casey

their respective mentors.

schools supported by 53 carefully selected LiteraSEA

CEO - Edupeg
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Chairperson’s
Report 2015

Jabu Ngcobo

Phadiela Cooper

Edupeg has been in existence since 1998, with
the continued aim of improving educational
outcomes for previously disadvantaged
learners. In 2015, the organisation underwent
a transition in leadership. Taryn Casey was
appointed as CEO by the board of directors at
the beginning of 2015.

Taryn Casey

Amon Ntuli (Chairperson)

Hazel Jacobs

Corinne Abel

Abel and our newly appointed member Phadiela Cooper.

Only with trust, transparency and honesty can the process

In conclusion, let me thank all the Edupeg staff for all the

Edupeg finances are audited annually.

of transformation work. Possibly the greatest challenge is

hard work done during 2015. You have done excellent

The focus at Edupeg has always been to add value to the

to assist teachers to embrace new teaching and learning

work. Keep it up. Secondly, let me thank all of our donors

provincial and national educational endeavour, through

techniques and to translate what they have learned into

for keeping Edupeg programmes alive. Special thanks to

facilitating improved curriculum delivery, by increasing

classroom practice.

Standard Bank for their meaningful contribution. Finally, let

material resources, engaging intellectual capacity and

me thank all Edupeg directors who make things happen.

promoting the confidence and self-esteem of both teachers

We work in partnership with the Provincial Education

and learners. Our goal is to achieve improved quality of

Departments and schools to support their goals of

The Edupeg board continues to support Taryn’s vision to

teaching in the classroom, which will lead to improved

achieving improved educational outcomes for all learners.

improve educational outcomes for learners in some of the

learner performance.

Through in-classroom mentorship and support we focus on

poorest and least developed communities in South Africa.

creating mutually supportive and enabling environments

As a registered Section 21, not-for-profit organisation,

Teachers are mentored and supported by experienced

Edupeg is governed by a board of directors: myself, Amon

Edupeg mentors to use teaching and learning techniques

Amon Ntuli

Ntuli (Chairperson), Hazel Jacobs, Jabu Ngcobo, Corinne

effectively. Our development work is built on relationships.

Edupeg Chairperson

where schools can eventually drive their own development.
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Edupeg Mentor Support Team
Report on 2015

As a result of these measures, we have seen enormous

Shirley du Plessis & Ingrid van der Spuy

growth in our mentors, and thus the positive effect they
have had on the teachers with whom they are working.

We had learned that the effective use of Edupeg material required improved teaching strategies
among our teachers, and that this improvement could best be effected through much closer and
more intensive mentoring.
In 2015, the number of schools in which we worked was

Several new mentors joined the Edupeg staff in the course

further reduced and each of our mentors began to work

of 2015 and the training was expanded to accommodate

with five schools only, seeing three teachers at each

the new Teach Like a Champion techniques. Mentors

school weekly. The emphasis was wholly on improved and

attended workshops conducted by Lynda Swinbourn to

more effective methodology for classroom management,

learn about the TLAC techniques, and a copy of Doug

planning, learner activity, and assessment, and the use

Lemov’s book was given to each of them. Further training

of the best resources available, including the Edupeg

with this and other aspects of their work was done via

material.

team-building gatherings in Cape Town in March and

Almost without exception the teachers (and the learners)
welcome them into their classrooms with warmth and
appreciation. During the year we placed much more
emphasis on choosing and working only with teachers
who are serious about improving their teaching and their
results, and who are willing to do what is required. We
have found that we also need to work in schools where
the ethic of the school, often set by the principal and
leaders of the school, is one of willingness to really work
at bringing about change and improvement, and provides
the organisation with the means to do so. The techniques
of TLAC are very appealing to the teachers and as they

November.
The techniques of Doug Lemov’s Teach Like a Champion

We also met with the mentors after school in the

were chosen to provide a framework for this improvement,

The role of a mentor and the vision, mission and values of

afternoons to continue these conversations, assist

and mentors also provided guidance, help and support to

Edupeg were explored, reporting templates and systems

with challenges and coach them in accurate and

the teachers to deliver the content of the curriculum most

improved and ideas around good teaching practices

comprehensive reporting.

effectively. This required more commitment, more learning

shared.

and more change from our teachers, schools and Edupeg
mentors.

A system that sees mentors send the week’s daily reports
The mentor support system also came into play whereby

to their respective support mentor is proving worthwhile.

we visited mentors once a term, accompanying them to

We are also available for telephonic support, as well as

their schools and classes, meeting principals and teachers

acting as the link between teachers and management

and overseeing lessons.

where necessary.

embrace them, there is a palpable increase of energy in
the classroom. Establishing the techniques and better
ways of delivering content is not done overnight and
some teachers learn much more quickly than others, but
it feels as if the wheel is beginning to turn. In many areas,
we are beginning to see improvement to a greater or
lesser extent, and with it comes further enthusiasm in both
teachers and learners - which is all very exciting!
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Teach like a Champion
in Edupeg-supported schools

Lynda Swinbourn
Education Consultant

Uncommon Schools is a non-profit network of 42 urban public charter schools that prepare
more than 12 000 low-income Grade 1–12 learners in New York, New Jersey and Massachusetts
to graduate from college. Since 2005 Doug Lemov, Managing Director of Uncommon Schools
in America, has documented the concrete actions of effective teachers through which he has
established a framework for ongoing field research, workshops and practice that equips teachers
from across the globe to achieve dramatically improved results from their learners.

The techniques currently in use fall under FOUR major

Conclusion

headings, namely:

There is an enormous achievement gap between learners

1. Behaviour and Culture (classroom management

from low socio-economic environments and those from

techniques)

By assisting
teachers with these
techniques Edupeg
is improving learner
achievement

Sixty two techniques are the tools of the teaching craft.
As Doug Lemov puts it ‘teachers are drowning in advice
and much of this advice comes from people who don’t
actually teach every day. Many of the ideas and directives

2. Academic Ethos (teacher planning techniques)
3. Checking for Understanding (assessment of
objectives techniques)

higher socio-economic environments. The ‘poorer’
learners are therefore at a distinct disadvantage. There are
many organisations and individuals in these low-income
schools working hard to close the gap.

4. Ratio (maximising learner participation techniques)
In a classroom, we often evaluate what we do by how

are disconnected from the challenges that shape a
In 2015 some of these techniques were introduced and

clever, innovative or creative it is, but not necessarily how

workshopped with Edupeg mentors for implementation

effective it is in driving learner achievement. By equipping

The approach fits perfectly with Edupeg’s mission to

in their classrooms. At Edupeg’s 2015 end-of-year team-

teachers with the above mentioned techniques, Edupeg

provide foundation and intermediate-phase teachers with

building the mentors were given opportunities to give

is improving learner achievement. Data has begun to be

in-classroom teacher mentorship and support and Edupeg

feedback and debate their experiences.

gathered about the effectiveness of these techniques and

teacher’s daily work.’

how they influence and improve learner achievement, to

mentors with practical ‘tools’ to assist the teachers whom
they mentor. The techniques from Teach Like a Champion

This resulted in a pilot rollout of workshops in the schools

provide both the mentee and mentor with something that

that Edupeg supports; the first on Behaviour and Culture

is very concrete, specific, actionable and measurable.

was held in Term 1, followed by an Academic Ethos
workshop in Term 2. Workshops have been well attended
and mentors have reported that teachers are starting to see
the benefits of using TLAC techniques in their classrooms.

quantify the value of the techniques in the classroom.
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Charles Duna Primary, Eastern Cape

Report and Case Studies
Our partnership with Standard Bank which began in the middle of 2014 marked a significant
change in the profile of Edupeg. With Standard Bank’s support, Edupeg was able to hire eight
new team members and expand our efforts in to 22 schools in four provinces across South Africa.

With this support,
our mentors collectively
mentored 149 teachers
across the country,
indirectly benefiting
the 5 932 learners
whom they taught.

positively to this weekly support and school principals
started noticing a shift in the teaching practice at their
schools.
Workshops were also held at the end of 2015 with all

Ms Mncono is a Grade 3 teacher at Charles Duna
Primary, Port Elizabeth. Mrs Mncono has been
making great strides in her teaching since she
has been supported by her Edupeg mentor
Beaulah Foley. As a child, Ms Mncono attended
Grade 1 at Charles Duna Primary in 1977. In 1990
she started her first year at the Cape Teacher’s
College in Fort Beaufort, and in 1992 she
completed her three year Teacher’s Diploma.

“My mother was so proud of
me because I was the only
child who passed matric and
obtained a Teachers’ Diploma
in the family”

and enjoy having an activity that prepares them for the

Ms Mncono has been working as a permanent teacher at

story in their groups and help one another. Group leaders

Charles Duna since 1996. Here are some of her reflections

have to see to the smooth running of the Group Reading

on time spent with Edupeg mentor, Beaulah Foley:

method. This gives me a chance to move around and assist,

next lesson, especially Mental Maths. Teaching grammar
has been a problem for me but with the introduction of it
from a story, has helped me and the learners in improving
the understanding of grammar. My learners can read a

especially if leaders need assistance. I am proud of my

Standard Bank-supported schools, which provided an
opportunity to report on the progress of our support and

“I enjoy working with her because she knows how to

classroom because the walls are bright and learner friendly

for the Teach Like a Champion programme to be formally

assist and support me in becoming the best teacher I can

because of learner’s work.

introduced to stakeholders.

be. She has a way of working with the learners when she

Standard Bank selected the Edupeg model to be monitored
and evaluated by the University of Johannesburg. This
evaluation was presented to schools at the workshop and
will officially start in 2016.

demonstrates a lesson. She shows interest in her work and

I would like to extend my sincere appreciation to Edupeg

always gives positive feedback after each lesson. She also

for offering me their mentor to support and assist me in

gives lots of advice. We always look forward to her next visit.

improving in my teaching. The only person who used to
appreciate my efforts was my late mother and now Edupeg

I have learnt some strategies from her that have helped

has offered me a mentor that appreciates my work and

We went in to schools more regularly and worked with

Over the course of 2015, with intensive mentoring and

me a lot in improving my teaching. The entry and exit

pushing me to do my best. She has brought back my joy

the same teachers each week. All schools were provided

support, significant progress was made at these schools.

routines have helped with discipline when learners go out

and dignity as a valued person in my teaching profession”.

with stationery and concrete resources, as well as

For the purpose of this report we will highlight the

and enter the classroom. Having my learners sitting in

bilingual dictionaries. While the schools appreciated

positive changes made at two Standard Bank-supported

groups helps a lot with controlling chaos, discipline and

Ms Mncono and her mentor Beaulah have successfully

all these material resources, the greatest resource we

schools, Charles Duna Primary School in the Eastern

marking class activities. Listening skills of my learners

implemented Teach Like a Champion techniques and

invested in were the teachers. Many teachers responded

Cape and Intshinga Primary in the Western Cape.

have improved a lot, together with showing respect to one

strategies in her Grade 3 class, to see this “Champion”

another. My learners are now used to the Do Now activity

teacher in action watch this video > http://bit.ly/1HoXNr8
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Principal’s Case Study
Mrs Sume is the Principal at Charles Duna Primary in the
Eastern Cape. She is an inspiring educator and fundraiser.
She was born into a family of seven children. Her mother
was a domestic worker and her father a labourer. They
valued education and as a result they expected their
children to excel at their school work. They were taught
to give back and always be grateful for what they have.
Charles Duna Primary is Mrs Sume’s alma mater, hence her
passion for the school and the community.

“I see it as giving back
by striving to offer quality
education to our learners”
There is much to be said about Mrs Sume, her awards and

Ms Zethu Ntshiba with her Grade 4 Intshinga Primary School pupils
Edupeg mentor Beaulah Foley with the principal
Mrs Sume and Ms Mncono

Intshinga Primary School, Western Cape

financial management and the crafting of school policies.

Ms Zethu Ntshiba is a Grade 4 teacher at Intshinga Primary

Mrs Vinqi, Intshinga Principal, is “very proud of the good

Transparency is what I believe in.”

School in Gugulethu, Western Cape. She started teaching

progress Ms Zethu has made in her first year of teaching”.

in 2015. With the support of her Edupeg mentor, Sylvie,

Ms Ntshiba has welcomed all suggestions and is so happy

Ms Ntshiba is making great progress, impacting positively

to be able to make a difference in the teaching and learning

on her learners and thoroughly enjoying her first year

of her big and difficult Grade 4 class. “Her enthusiasm and

of teaching. Both her parents come from the teaching

positive attitude have made it a pleasure to interact with her.”

dedication to the school and what she has managed to

“Teacher confidence and moral have improved. The

her achieve in her time as principal since her appointment

teachers are now even willing to do videos of their lessons

in 1998 is impressive, to say the least.

so as to share learnt techniques with other educators”.

In 2002 she received an award from READ for Most

“Learners are much more engaged in lessons. The

profession, and were very proud of her when she chose to

Supportive Principal. In 2014 she managed to motivate

difference in quality of teaching is more evident with the

become a teacher.

Sylvie, her mentor, also commented on her good progress

an SGB member/volunteer parent to apply to NMMU to

Grade 1s as the majority can read books and write double

this term “She struggled with classroom organisation and

study to be a Foundation Phase educator. This person has

consonants by March and April, a first for our school.

since been successful and is helping in motivating more

Normally we would be able to achieve this by September!

parents to go back to school. She also organised bursaries

The discipline techniques have helped improve learner

for her neighbouring crèche teachers, her three grade R

discipline, thus eliminating wasting time trying to get every

“Teaching is challenging like
any other profession, but
it is also so exciting”.

Call‘ were introduced which have made a huge difference

practitioners and four parents to study Level 2 at Early

learner’s attention”.

In 2014 she completed her degree and when Mrs Vinqi, the

to the discipline and organisation in her class. Ms Ntshiba’s

principal of Intshinga Primary, called to say she had been

highlight so far is that her classroom management skills have

accepted as a teacher at her school, she was excited! In

improved, especially when doing group work”.

Inspiration. This year the programme continues and they
are now doing Level 4.

“Planning techniques have helped educators, have
structured lesson plans, lessons have become more

Mrs Sume says the biggest achievement they have at their

children centred and promote individual learning. Learners

school is “always having a functional SGB” and reports a

are sitting in groups and teachers easily go around and

huge amount of positive transformation since Edupeg has

make contact with all the groups”.

discipline because in her first year of teaching she was given
a large Grade 4 class (50 learners) to manage. The two
strategies from Teach Like a Champion ‘Do Now’ and ‘Cold

2015 Ms Ntshiba was paired up with her Edupeg mentor,
Sylvie, and has been making strides ever since. She believes

“Ms Sylvie has been great to me. I have learnt so much

that teachers must continue to learn and grow and grab

from her about how to conduct a lesson and making sure

an opportunity when it comes your way. Teachers need

the learners are involved and that they do most of the

“The exit tickets help the teacher to have an indication of

to learn new strategies and techniques as there are ‘many

work. Her advice helps me a lot and now I can see the

“Each term after elections I partner with Stephen

the number of learners who have understood the lessons

ways to kill a cat’, she says, and one must implement these

improvement from the learners. She is always positive, and

Mazungula, a neighbouring school, and NMMU to do

and those that still need assistance, thus helping with

strategies in class so that learners can understand and be

whenever she sees something good, or an improvement,

workshops for them, including roles and responsibilities,

follow-up activities that are individualized”.

eager to learn more.

she gives praise.”

been supporting her school.
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Principal’s Case Study
finds different ways to encourage her learners and their
parents to commit to their education regardless of their
circumstances at home.
Many improvements have developed at the school

LiteraSEA 2015
Edupeg partnered with two organisations, Action Volunteers Africa (AVA) and the Shine Trust
(Shine), to pilot the LiteraSEA Project (Shine, Edupeg, AVA). The purpose of this project was to
improve the literacy levels and reading skills of 272 Grade 2 learners at three Edupeg Standard
Bank-supported schools in Gugulethu: Xolani, Intshinga and Mseki Primary. The pilot ran for six
months from July to December 2015.

since her appointment. The atmosphere has become
more positive and the culture of the school is more

During the school week each Grade 2 learner received one

Due to its success, this pilot attracted funding from the

task focused. LITNUM results are improving yearly. The

hour of individual support to improve their reading ability.

Jobs Fund in the Western Cape and will be scaled to eight

appearance of the school was improved by painting and

This project was implemented by 20 carefully selected

schools, supported by 53 carefully selected LiteraSEA

getting local gardening projects to use available spaces.

LiteraSEA volunteers. These volunteers were previously

volunteers in 2016.

Numbers of learners have increased because she and her

unemployed youth from the surrounding communities of

staff are continuously creating trust and transparency,

Gugulethu, all of whom received a small stipend during

which leads parents to choose Intshinga Primary as the

this time. Prior to the start of the project, all volunteers

school for their children.

went through a rigorous and intensive training and
vetting process at AVA. The volunteers were also trained

Mrs Vinqi considers the partnership with Edupeg to be

to implement Shine’s methodology of paired and shared

valuable in overcoming some of the challenges the school

reading. The books utilised for this project were carefully

faces. Having mentors in the classrooms has helped

selected to complement Grade 2 reading age and were

to improve lesson presentation skills of the teachers.

housed in a portable Shine book cabinet.

Mentored teachers have benefited because of the
resource kits that were given to them and the availability
and maximal use of resources is most welcomed.
We are monitoring the results of discipline improvement
Mrs Vinqi, Principal at Intshinga Primary School

in classrooms where Teach Like a Champion (TLAC)
techniques are implemented consistently. Regular

Intshinga Primary School, Mrs Vuyo Vinqi’s alma
mater, had a vacancy for a principal ship post in
2010. She applied so that she could give back
to the community where she had her roots. The
message she wished to convey to those she
grew up with was “WE CAN”.

This project provided the volunteers with the opportunity
to understand the value of teaching a child to read. As
the project picked up momentum, the learners utilised
the reading rooms more often and would run up to the
volunteers asking them to read to them, especially during
break. Their love for reading grew over this time.

afternoon workshops with mentors are ensuring that

All learners were tested at the start and end of the

Edupeg supported teachers are growing both personally

project. They were assessed using the Word Reading

and professionally in areas of lesson presentation and

Accuracy Assessment, which assesses the child’s ability to

“This takes me back to when I was a little girl who had

classroom management, with great improvements

decode words of varying difficulty. Some words might be

no one to even read a story to me and I can see the joy,

achieved for vulnerable first year teachers. An example

recognised by the child as sight words. There was an overall

growth and difference in the children I pair up with during

is Ms Ntshiba, who started her teaching career in 2015

improvement of 32.9% fewer children reading below the

my sessions.”

assigned to a large and challenging group of Grade 4’s.

norm, a 70% improvement of children reading on par and a

Sibongile Tutuka, LiteraSEA Volunteer

In spite of these daunting challenges, with the help of her

41% improvement of learners reading above the norm. Mrs

Her fervent desire was, and still is, to make a difference

mentor Sylvie, Ms Ntshiba has emerged more confident

Sakasa, principal of Xolani Primary, noted that two learners

to her learners and the community of Gugulethu. She

and able to enjoy her chosen vocation.

at her school moved up a reading group and credited this
improvement to the work the volunteers undertook.
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Volkswagen SA
Report and Case Studies

Mrs January of Nosipho Primary

These techniques ensure that she
is able to effectively circulate the
classroom situation, to assist, assess,
motivate, check for understanding, while
still allowing time to mark learners’ work
as they are progressing, reducing her afterhours workload. She says that moving among
the learners is an opportunity to come alongside
the slower learners to do some extra support, which
is hard to do in such a big class.
One of her aims is making sure that there are sufficient
activities to stimulate all learners for the required time and
Ms Phumla Scritch and Prof. Bill Holderness with the prize winners of the Spelling B Competition

With the ongoing generous support of Volkswagen South Africa (VWSA), Edupeg mentored and
supported 84 teachers in 11 schools in Uitenhage and Despatch, impacting upon 1 897 learners.
The project started two years prior with a cohort of 20

Bill Holderness, our Intermediate Phase Edupeg mentor,

schools. As agreed to with VWSA, Edupeg continued

carried out a successful spelling competition at the

to support a smaller number of schools over the course

schools. All teachers were equipped with the resources

of 2015. Our team also worked with a fewer number of

and knowledge of how to run a spelling competition. To

selected teachers, one in each grade, and supported

further support these schools and their efforts, English

them in a concentrated manner. In total, these schools

Sentence Dictionaries were donated to each school.

enjoyed three and a half years of support. We graduated
these schools at the end of 2015 and we have recently

Towards the end of 2015, the Department of Education

selected a smaller cohort of five schools in KwaNobuhle

(DoE) held a cluster Spelling B Competition. The

in which to to work.

competition is organised annually at Grade 5 level by the
DoE’s Uitenhage District. There were 34 competitors in

During the course of our support to these schools,
there were a number of highlights. In 2014, Prof.

the final round (from about 20 schools). Hombakazi won
three places in the top five, including 2nd and 3rd place.

Another success story is that of Mrs January at Nosipho

this is evident by the full workbooks, homework exercises

Primary. Avryl Smith, our Foundation Phase mentor, started

and files full of worksheets. Her learners’ resources are

working with Mrs January in 2015. Despite the challenges

managed by the leaders, who are appointed each day.

presented by a class of fifty four Grade 1 learners, Mrs

She has expressed how confident and expectant they

January makes sure she has sufficient concrete resources

are of fulfilling their roles on their appointed days. She

such as bright organisational charts on the walls, to meet

reports that the Teach Like a Champion techniques that

learners’ needs at appropriate levels of development, and

she has been shown by her Edupeg mentor have assisted

neatly filed and stored worksheets readily accessible.

her in understanding that small changes can make a

Her walls are bright
and relevant with
clean, organised charts
on display.

big difference. This has directed her in being aware and
ultimately able to reach all 54 learners in an organised,
supportive and targeted way. She has responded positively
to having an Edupeg mentor in her classroom.
“I appreciate the reassurance and comfort of my mentor
and love all the ideas that she brings to the classroom. The
most satisfying aspect of teaching is seeing the steady
change in learners as they develop through the year. Other
teachers also see that development and they comment
positively.”
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KZN Teachers’ Comments

FP&M Seta & HCI Supported Schools
KwaZulu-Natal and King William’s Town clusters

“My mentor has been excellent in teaching me the basics as a new educator. I have been
guided and advised on creating a positive learning environment through building rapport
with my learners.” Ms Dlatu – Zamimfundo Primary

Co-funded by FP&M Seta and the HCI Foundation, Edupeg went into five new schools in King
William’s Town, Eastern Cape, with five schools in KwaMashu and Ntuzuma in KwaZulu-Natal.
The schools were selected in partnership with the respective education departments. Project launches, which we arranged
in both provinces, were well attended by Department officials, funders, school teachers and leaders.
“It is a pleasure working with Mrs Godlwana. She is bringing back the confidence and selfFEATURED TEACHER

esteem that we had lost in our teaching.” Mrs Z Mbasa – Dalmeny Primary

Mr Mdluli

A passionate and dedicated teacher, Mr Mduli is a man of
action. Watching him in the classroom, it would be easy to
think he has been teaching for decades, but in fact this is
only his third year of teaching, having previously managed

“Mrs Godlwana has coached and assisted me in grouping learners according to their

his brother’s bottle store for 30 years.

abilities and teaching in groups. She has also assisted me on how to also give quality time
to each.” Ms Ngubane - Grade 3

Although working in retail offered respectable employment,
and livelihood, Mdluli dreamed of a more secure future for
his family. More importantly, he wished to be seen as an
inspiration to his three daughters (the Three Mosquitoes,

“I have worked very well with my mentor…she has given us energy to remember why we are

as he calls them).

employed. She is very supportive; she respects our views and does not impose but suggests
and advises. She has a very good listening skill and has even taught us to respect different

Despite all obstacles that go with a career change later in

learners in their different capacities…I now see a great improvement in my slow learners

life, in 2006 Mr Mduli registered to study part-time through

because they are now also part of my class.” Miss N Mnomiya – Phelelani Primary

UKZN and for the next three years committed himself to
changing his future, working during the week and attending
classes every Saturday, qualifying in 2009 with a well
deserved National Professional Diploma in Education. But
that was not the end of the journey – it took another four
years to find a job as a teacher.

“The graduation ceremony was
very special - it meant a lot”

Principals’ Comments
teaches Grade 5 English, Grade 6 NS and Technology, and
Grade 7 NS, and he loves every moment of it, commenting
that the best part of teaching for him is engaging with the
learners.

“The support from the Edupeg team was wonderful. The reports I have received from the educators (Foundation Phase and
Intermediate Phase, particularly in Maths and English) expressed their warm feelings, stating that the programme made their
work easier. As the principal, I highly appreciate the work done this term by the Edupeg team.” Mr Ngubane – Bonisanani
Primary

Mr Mduli is currently showing even greater commitment

“The support provided by Edupeg team in my school is excellent. The team has the ability to give us constructive and firm

In April 2013 Mr Mduli finally took his first step into his

and dedication to his teaching career, working towards an

criticism but with friendship and love. This programme is excellent and relevant to our learners as they have previously never

very own classroom, a welcome addition to the academic

Advanced Certificate in Education (ACE), which he hopes

used concrete objects in their lessons.” Mrs Khuluse – Zuzokuhle Primary

staff of Bonisanani Primary School, Ntuzuma, KZN. He now

to complete by 2016.
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Principals’ comments
“The teachers are improving their standard of work at school. They are gaining a lot from the mentoring. They are very keen

King Williams Town Teachers’ comments

to work as I can see the mentors are sharing their knowledge with them.” Miss Y. M. Mjuza – EZ Pondo Primary
“The Edupeg Team assisted the educators with lesson planning and presentations … The educators can now use different
strategies to assist the learners in Maths and FAL.” Mr L. Mathebe – Jityaza Primary

“The facilitator supported me in how to use practical and concrete materials in order for the
learners to understand the concepts. Using these methods has made teaching enjoyable.”
Miss T. G. Mtule – EZ Pondo Primary

“Creation of a positive attitude to our educators and the learners is the key because no teaching and learning will take place
without a positive attitude.” Mrs N. Fata – Ngqika Primary
“The Edupeg team is assisting the learners to develop their language skills by encouraging the teachers to assist the learners
with speaking, reading and writing the language.” Ms N.Ntushelo – Tyutyu Primary

“Edupeg mentor helped me to do daily lesson planning … supported me in classroom
routines, discipline, class control, entry routine, exit ticket and checking for understanding.
We have overcrowded classrooms but the mentors were very helpful on how to carry out
activities in such classes. We are grateful.” Mrs S. Gontshi – Jityaza Primary

“I got support … with certain concepts in Maths which were a little difficult to tackle. It is
good that we were introduced in a reliable programme with facilitators who are easy to
work with. Keep up the good work.” Ms Madubedube – Ngqika Primary

“The trainer assisted me…with teaching techniques like routines, classroom management,
class control, how to check for understanding, how to do structured lesson planning.”
Mrs N. Gangxa – Noncedo Primary

“My Edupeg trainer supported me a lot in sentence construction, in how to summarise a
story.” Miss C. Y. Ngalwana – Tyutyu Primary

“The Edupeg Team provides
good ideas and practices
that help my teachers to
employ different techniques
and approaches to improve.
Edupeg improves the
learners’ participation and
encourages the learners
to be able to work
independently”
Mrs L.G Landu – Noncedo
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Special Project

World Design Capital 2014 - Litha Vegetable Garden
Dr Sedick Du Toit

Litha Primary, Western Cape
Thanks to funding from the HCI Foundation
and staff from HCIF, in the space of three
years the pass rate at Litha Primary school
has improved dramatically to show an overall
pass rate of 92%. In the latest Systemic evaluations
held in November 2015 and external Western Cape
Systemic Evaluation, Grade 3s achieved a pass of 91% with
an average of 73% for Literacy and Numeracy. A pleasing
improvement in the Grade 6 evaluation results was also

“Seeing children learning,
that wonderful moment
when you see the light
go on, knowing that now
the opportunities can
open before them”

evident. Six Grade 7 learners were accepted to LEAP

A few years ago the system introduced at Litha of subject

College and one learner achieved Code 7s for all subjects,

recognition every term in the form of a certificate of merit

the first learner to achieve this at this school.

(70%) and a certificate of excellence (80%) has seen the

Underpinning and supporting this success is a chain of
visible improvements in the school, such as an attractive
and well-used library; a vegetable garden, supplied by
groundwater via a pump not only provides food for
the learners, but is a teaching resource for Science,
Maths and Life Orientation; gaily painted and decorated
classrooms and colourful murals; a system of rewards and
acknowledgment for academic merit and improvement and
participation in reading and in district maths competitions
among other things.
Dr Du Toit proudly cites improved teacher confidence,
teaching techniques and learner engagement as direct
results of the above types of initiatives

number and quality of awards increase steadily to the
current pinnacle whereby a Grade 4 learner, Simnikiwe Buso
achieved 80-92% for all of her subjects. Dr Du Toit does not

BEFORE

AFTER

Edupeg, in conjunction with Urban Harvest,
was selected as a World Design Capital 2014
project.

	
  

The volunteers

The garden produced its first harvest at the end of 2014
and many more fruitful harvests have been produced
since, which the kitchen staff use to supplement the
children’s daily nutritious meal, as part of the existing

The project put forward was to install a 400m²

feeding scheme. Any surplus food is sold to the staff

sustainable food garden at Litha Primary School in

and community, which feeds back into the funding cycle

Gugulethu. To ensure the sustainability of the food

to pay the Garden Champions, stipends, purchase more

garden, two women from the community, Zukizwe

equipment, seeds etc. for the garden as needed.

Catazo and Nokokuleka Zweni, were appointed as the
Garden Champions and have been receiving monthly

Ms Tsotsa, deputy principal and head of the garden

maintenance visits from the Urban Harvest team.

committee, has said that the garden is a source of pride

Edupeg’s in-classroom support came to an end in 2015 at

Towards the end of 2015 a meeting was held between

at the school and that the mere presence of the garden

Litha, but will continue with the school being included in

the Litha Primary garden committee, Edupeg and Urban

has made a positive impact – it is a place of interest for

the ongoing success story of the LiteraSEA projects.

Harvest to discuss the sustainability and ownership of

staff, learners and visitors. All visitors to the school are

the garden as a shift in ownership from Urban Harvest to

shown the garden and told how it came to be.

see this as an exception but as the beginning of a trend.

To complement their existing library and provide additional
support for Grade 2 literacy levels, Litha has arranged three

the school itself needed to start to take place as time and
resources from Edupeg and Urban Harvest were limited.

The Litha vegetable garden was funded by a number

The school supported this shift. The commitment and

of individuals through the Thundafund crowd-funding

“It shows what can be achieved, in spite of social

work ethic of the Garden Champions must be mentioned

platform. We were also fortunate enough to partner

challenges, with dedicated teachers, strong leadership, a

as the garden is thriving under their management. They

with some incredible organisations, such as The HCI

caring environment and support from committed partners

are fully supported by the school’s garden committee.

Foundation, The DisChem Foundation, Gugulethu Square,

volunteers for their computer room.

such as Edupeg.” says Dr Du Toit

Reliance Compost, The Poleyard and Pick n Pay.
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Botswana
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Isandlwana

The Wild Foundation has been a valuable donor since 2007,

even during massive 2011 strikes ensuring that the project

The partnership between The Wild Foundation and

able to support the teachers with grouping, discipline,

funding the support for seven primary schools and two

was sustained.

Edupeg continues to support six schools in Isandlwana.

routines, active learning and encouraging an integrated

This project is co-funded by Tsogo Sun. This remote area

learning process.

street children’s projects in Botswana, as well as sponsoring
the accommodation for our team during their support visits
to six primary schools in Isandlwana, KwaZulu-Natal. The
schools in Botswana, situated in Maun and the Okavango
Delta, all received the Edupeg programme, puzzles and
games as part of the Edupeg-Wild partnership and our
mentor also introduced and ran chess clubs after school.
Bi-weekly classroom visits by our mentor, Jason Knott,
who worked closely with teachers and learners, advanced
progress in specifically numeracy and literacy. An English
only in-class policy was put into place and mental maths
and multiplication tables became a morning practice.
Botswelelo Primary performed really well in the end of 2014
examinations and was the best in Maun and the Standard

Looking back on 2015, the teacher shortage stabilised with
less need for rotation between schools. Many schools finally
had electricity installed and connected and buildings were
renovated. A computer room to be used by all primary

of KwaZulu-Natal is not easily accessible, and the schools
are very isolated, with teachers and learners having to
travel far distances to get to school.

schools in the area was donated to Moremi Primary school

At the inception of the Isandlwana project, these schools

by the British Council.

received only one support visit a term by two of our

2015 marked the end of our support in Botswana and we
bid farewell to our mentor Jason Knott who touched the
lives of many principals, teachers and pupils. His ability to
converse in Setswana and his willingness to step in to help
during the challenging times, bringing his mathematical

mentors which was clearly not enough as teachers did
not apply methods shown between visits. Edupeg then
created a position for a young person within Isandlwana
to become a teacher assistant, who received training and
guidance at team-building that took place in Cape Town.

and English skills to the fore, made him a valuable asset to

In 2015, Ms Musomuhle Mazibuko visited each school once

our team. We wish him well in his future endeavours.

a week, providing support and assistance to teachers

7 results across all schools showed great improvement

The contribution of the Wild Foundation has left a solid

between 2012 and 2015. Jason continued visiting schools,

mark in these Botswana schools and we trust that the

working with students and principals so as to ensure

teachers will continue to apply all that they have gained

learning continued when there were teacher shortages and

over the years.

in the foundation-phase. The teachers appreciate the
presence of our resident assistant as she also brings relief
as a substitute teacher for the learners as absenteeism is
a great challenge in these schools. The schools all look
forward to the Edupeg visits and Ms Mazibuko has been

“Miss Mazibuko is of great to help us. We are always
grateful for her visit as this gives us an opportunity to
implement new strategies to help learners understand the
work better.” P.P. Ndebele - Isandlwana Primary.

“Each and every time the
Edupeg mentor visits I
get new methods and
ways of helping me with
my teaching. Thanks a
lot. I want more!”
Mrs B.H. Qwabe - Mampunga Primary.
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Annual Financial Statements
The SACTWU Edupeg Project (Registration number 1998/025276/08)
Annual Financial Statements for the year ended 31 December 2015

Statement of Financial Position as at 31 December 2015
								
						

Note(s) 		

2015 		
R 			

2014
R

Assets
Non-Current Asset
Plant and equipment 				

2

387 379

526 021

Inventories 					

3

374 649

886 451

The Edupeg team comprises a team of 25 hardworking,
dedicated, passionate and inspired individuals.

Trade and other receivables 			

4

33 825

91 766

Cash and cash equivalents 			

5

1 451 236

1 293 240

1 859 710

2 271 457

2 247 089

2 797 478

Our mentors are very experienced and committed

time working together to refine our vision and mission.

Reserves and Liabilities

teachers who have retired from teaching full time

This was a collaborative effort by all members of the

Reserves

to make a bigger impact in our country. The team

team. Our tagline “Unlocking the potential of our children

Accumulated surplus

2 198 232

2 460 823

continuously strives for excellence in everything we do.

through in-classroom teacher mentorship and support” is

Liability

We are well aware of all the deficits in our education

something we all aspire to on a daily basis. In November

Current Liability

system, but we have committed to making a difference

we refined the training that the team received, and

Trade and other payables 			

48 857

336 655

in the lives of those we impact and we strive to be a

worked on our values as an organisation. We also spent

Total Reserves and Liabilities

2 247 089

2 797 478

solutions-driven organisation. One of the mottos we

time co-creating the TLAC workshops for 2016.

The Edupeg Team

use is “No excuses, just success” which has been used
successfully by disadvantaged schools around the world
to make a sustainable difference.

Current assets

The team has embraced many of the changes we have
adopted as an organisation and they strive to support

Total Assets

6

Statement of Comprehensive Income

their schools and teachers in the best manner possible.

								

Thanks to the generous sponsorship from Tsogo Sun, we

None of the work that our mentors do in the field would

						

were able to make use of Sun Square as a venue for our

be possible without the support of our central operations

Revenue 					

team-building in March and November of 2015. During

team, who support everything we do in the field. I want

the course of 2015 there were many changes in Edupeg

Note(s) 		
7

2015 		
R 			

2014
R

18 004

38 310

Cost of sales

(511 803)

(777 098)

to thank the entire team for the manner in which they

Gross Deficit

(493 799)

(738 788)

and it was imperative that the team was brought along

have embraced change and continuously strive to do

Other income 					

8 241 733

9 238 410

and made to feel included in these changes. During our

their best. We are proud of all we achieved in 2015 and

Operating expenses

(8 038 652)

(7 078 627)

initial team-building in March last year we spent some

will continue to strive for excellence as we move forward.

(290 718)

1 420 995

71 895

88 550

(43 768)

-

(262 591)

1 509 545

8

Operating (deficit)/surplus 			

9

Investment revenue 				

10

Finance costs
(Deficit)/surplus for the year

Auditors’ Opinion
In our opinion, the annual financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of The SACTWU Edupeg Project as at 31 December 2015, its financial performance and its
cash flow for the year then ended in accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standard for Small and Medium-sized Entities, and the requirements of the Companies Act 71 of 2008.
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With grateful thanks to our sponsors
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HOW YOU ALL HELPED

Edupeg are currently seeking funding to enable us to continue to provide direct in-classroom support
and mentorship to 236 teachers at 48 schools across four provinces in South Africa.
If you require additional information about our projects, want to make a donation or initiate a
partnership or sponsorship proposal, please contact admin@edupeg.co.za

CDRA Center | 52/54 Francis Street | Woodstock 7915 | Cape Town | E: admin@edupeg.co.za | T: +27 21 462 3902

www.edupeg.co.za

Reg No: 1998/025276/08

PBO No: 130002420

